MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
Bill #

A 563-A Paulin
A 1990 Abinanti

Same as S 4392-A Klein
Same as S 3355
Krueger

Title: Requires the safe storage of all guns
Proposes the “children’s weapon accident prevention act”
This legislation attempts to codify what is, in reality, personal responsibility and common
sense. The problem is that rarely does governmental micromanagement result in
improved human behavior.
Justification:
While we fully recognize the responsibility of firearms owners to store their firearms in a
safe and secure manner, we do not believe that this back door attempt at governmental
management of the process will contribute anything to public safety. The accessibility
to firearms from insecure storage does not represent a threat to New York children. It
will only provide another opportunity for incursion on the rights of sportsmen.
There is no excuse for reckless or negligent behavior, but requirements for a mandatory
locked box or gun-locking device are both excessive and unrealistic. Individuals who
behave in a reckless or negligent manner with respect to the handling or storage of
firearms should be held accountable in the criminal justice system; provisions for this
exist in current law. Individuals who put children at risk are not likely to be deterred by
anything added by these proposals.
The death or injury of a child is, indeed, a tragic occurrence, but the infrequent accident
is not going be addressed by this legislation. For over a hundred years, the number of
firearms accidents for all age groups has steadily dropped and is at an all-time low. The
number of fatal firearms accidents dropped 17% from 2014 to 2015. This is in spite of a
record increase in firearms ownership, which has quadrupled in the last 75 years.
Placing the issue in perspective, firearms incidents account for about three-tenths of 1
percent of the 146,571 total accidental deaths from all other causes listed by the
National Safety Council, which are up 8 percent from 2014 to 2015.
The standard of safe storage for the purpose of keeping weapons out of the hands of
children, or any unauthorized person for that matter, is not going to be the same in all
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cases. An attempt to develop “one size fits all” solutions implies that every firearms
owner could be required to purchase a safe or install a built-in vault.
State law permits the possession of a rifle or a shotgun by a person sixteen years of age
or older for any lawful purpose. This proposal would criminalize what is currently a
lawful act for no reason. An individual sixteen or older can, in full compliance with the
law, possess a rifle or shotgun and participate in such legal activities as firearms
training, target shooting or hunting. Under this proposal, a parent could be criminally
charged for what is at present a completely legal activity.
The added burdens imposed by this bill are gratuitous and they should be rejected.
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